Do you think that DOTS may have your bicycle?

DOTS currently has hundreds of bicycles in our bicycle impound that have been lost, abandoned, or impounded. Many of these bikes are similar models and colors and therefore we are unable to identify your bicycle without detailed information and time to look for it. If you think DOTS has your bicycle:

Check the Abandoned Bicycle Database (www.parking.umd.edu/bike) and see if you can identify your bicycle. All impounded bikes are on this list.

If you CAN identify your bicycle in the Abandoned Bicycle Database:

Please email bike@umd.edu with the database details and indicate if your bicycle was registered with DOTS or not. In this email, request an appointment to pick up your bike. (Monday – Friday, 8:15am – 4:00pm)

DOTS will verify that we have the bike and confirm the appointment time for pick-up.

If you CANNOT identify your bicycle in the Abandoned Bicycle Database:

Please email bike@umd.edu with the following information:

- Was the bike registered
- Manufacturer
- Model
- Color
- Was the bike locked with a u-lock, cable, or chain?
- Where was the bike parked and when was it last seen?
- Your contact information

DOTS needs this information to try to locate your bicycle. We will contact you to schedule a pick-up time if we are able to locate your bicycle.

Upon pick-up, you will be required to register your bicycle if needed and pay a $25 impound fee (cash or credit).